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Nutrition: Concepts and ControversiesCengage Learning, 2013

	Ideal for both non-majors and mixed-majors, NUTRITION: CONCEPTS AND CONTROVERSIES provides practical applications and accessible explanations to dispel common misconceptions about nutrition and empower readers to make lasting behavior changes. Do pregnant women really crave pickles and ice cream? Are carbohydrates good or bad? These and many...
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A to Z of Physicists (Notable Scientists)Facts on File, 2003

	Another important survey in the Notable Scientists series, A to Z of Physicists focuses not only on the lives and personalities of those profiled, but also on their research and contributions to the field. A fascinating and important element of this volume is the attention paid to the obstacles that women and minority physicists have overcome...
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Daring Missions of World War IIJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Few World War II stories are more gripping than those fought behind enemy lines by spies, underground members, and special forces.       

In his latest collection, Daring Missions of World War II, popular author and distinguished historian William Breuer brings to light largely unknown stories of behind-the-scenes bravery and covert...
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Romantic Autobiography in England (The Nineteenth Century Series)Ashgate, 2009
Taking into account the popularity and variety of the genre, this collaborative volume considers a wide range of English Romantic autobiographical writers and modes, including working-class autobiography, the familiar essay, and the staged presence. In the wake of Rousseau's "Confessions", autobiography became an increasingly popular...
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High Blood Pressure for DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
New info on high blood pressure in women, children, and the elderly

The fun and easy way to take charge of hypertension and add years to your life!

Are you battling high blood pressure? This updated guide explains all the latest breakthroughs in the detection, treatment, and prevention of high blood pressure,...
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Smart Women Protect Their Assets: Essential Information for Every Woman About Wills, Trusts, and MoreFT Press, 2008

	My thanks begin with Jim Boyd, who had faith

	in my ability to write “my own book” and

	encouraged me to take on this project from

	day one. I’m also indebted to the entire team at Pearson

	and FT Press for their understanding and support: Russ

	Hall, Betsy Harris, Todd Taber, Julie Phifer, Laura

	Czaja, Megan...
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60 Second Organizer: Sixty Solid Techniques for Beating Chaos at WorkAdams Media, 2008

	"Jeff Davidson approaches organizing as an exercise in control, efficiency, and peace of mind. Jeff can tell it like it is, because he is like he tells it."

	—Warren Farrell, Ph.D., author of Why Men Are the Way They Are and Women Can't Hear What Men Don't Say

	
		Does your desk...
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2: Cartilage and Osteoarthritis (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	Osteoarthritis (OA), the most common form of arthritis, is generally

	characterized by a slowly progressive degeneration of articular cartilage,

	particularly in the weight-bearing joints. It has a stronger prevalence in women,

	and its incidence increases with age. OA is a major and growing health concern

	in developed countries,...
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Hip Hop on Film: Performance Culture, Urban Space, and Genre Transformation in the 1980sUniversity Press of Mississippi, 2013

	Early hip hop film musicals have either been expunged from cinema history or excoriated in brief passages by critics and other writers. Hip Hop on Film reclaims and reexamines productions such as Breakin' (1984), Beat Street (1984), and Krush Groove (1985) in order to illuminate Hollywood's fascinating...
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The Role of the Scroll: An Illustrated Introduction to Scrolls in the Middle AgesW W Norton, 2019

	
		A beautifully illustrated, full-color guide to scrolls and their uses in medieval life.

	
		Scrolls have always been shrouded by a kind of aura, a quality of somehow standing outside of time. They hold our attention with their age, beauty, and perplexing format. Beginning in the fourth century, the codex?or...
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Dreaming in Code: Two Dozen Programmers, Three Years, 4,732 Bugs, and One Quest for Transcendent SoftwareCrown, 2007
Our civilization runs on software. Yet the art of creating it  continues to be a dark mystery, even to the experts, and the greater our  ambitions, the more spectacularly we seem to fail.
  

Big software projects regularly crash and burn--just ask the FBI and the  IRS, the Pentagon and the FAA, or any decent-size corporation. The...
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The Two Income Trap: Why Middle-Class Mothers and Fathers Are Going BrokeBasic Books, 2003
This groundbreaking exposé brings to light the surprising financial consequences of mothers going to work, and the precarious position of today's middle class.
  More than two decades ago, the women's movement flung open the doors of the workplace. Although this social revolution created a firestorm of controversy, no one questioned the...
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